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NLM LitArch requires data supplied as PDFs or Word manuscripts is either:

manually uploaded to the Bookshelf content management system (BCMS), OR
deposited to the Bookshelf FTP site

Upload of PDFs to BCMS

To come 

FTP Deposits of Funded PDFs

If data is deposited as PDFs or Word manuscripts to the Bookshelf FTP, the NLM LitArch requires the content is  and packaged in a compressed named
archive, such as a zip file.  Please write to   for an FTP account. bookshelf@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov

Naming Data Files

All file names must be unique within a package
All files names must contain a valid file type extension
File names should not contain spaces, and should only contain letters, numbers, dashes, periods, and underscores
File names should not exceed 20 characters in length

Compressed File Package Requirements

NLM LitArch accepts .zip, .tar, .gz, and .tgz
bzip2 compressed files are not accepted 
Must be deposited to FTP

Each submission package must contain the following:

Source PDF file(s) for the content, depending on workflow type.  Each submission must contain either a single PDF file for the entire book OR a 
single PDF file for a book part. Only under mutual agreement can multiple PDF files be packaged as an , in which case it entire book submission
should be clear from a  in one of the submitted PDFs how to compile them into one book.Table of Contents
All supplementary files referenced in the submission according to the Bookshelf Supplementary Data Policy
A manifest file
A meta information XML file

All these files must be compressed into a single compressed archive file, for example:

“< >.tar.gz” for book submissionsbook-id_name

OR

“< >.tar.gz” for chapter submissionschapter-id_name

Resubmitted Package Requirements

DRAFT ONLY UNDER REVIEW

mailto:bookshelf@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
https://confluence.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=202376108#PDFFileSubmissionSpecifications-ftp
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/about/filespec/#filespec.Supplementary_Data
https://confluence.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=202376108#PDFFileSubmissionSpecifications-manifest
https://confluence.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=202376108#PDFFileSubmissionSpecifications-meta


1.  
2.  
3.  

1.  
2.  

The compressed file package name should be identical to the originally submitted package name
All  files must be named identically to the originally submitted file and identified in a .replaced manifest file  No version number should be added.    
All IDs in the must be identical to the IDs in the originally submitted meta information XML file. meta information XML file 
If possible, an addendum or notes file should be included to explain the changes made.

FTP Deposit Requirements

Submission packages should be placed directly in the root directory of each publisher's FTP directory. 

Example list of submission packages:

submission_id_name1.tar.gz
submission_id_name2.tar.gz
submission_id_name3.zip

Each compressed submission package must contain the following files:

Manifest file (manifest.txt)
 Meta information XML file (meta.xml)

Files to upload (all content files required for this submission)

Note: Files in the compressed archive package should be placed directly in the archive root; if the archive contains a directory with files, it is the wrong  
format.

Manifest file (manifest.txt)

The manifest file is a tab-delimited, plain text file that lists all of the other files in the package, If possible, in the order that they will follow in the narrative of 
. The format of the contents of the manifest file is as follows:the content

 

<file_type>      <file_name>

 

< > is a string literal. The field is case-sensitive and must be one of the types in the table below.file_type
< > is the name of the file in the submission packages.file_name  

file_t
ype

Description

meta Required meta information file, described in the next section.  A meta file is required for each submission, whether a book or chapter 
submission.

book Final published PDF file for the book.  

hybrid Final published PDF file for an alternative book structure (a document that combines book and chapter features); for more information, see: http
s://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/pmcdoc/tagging-guidelines/book/genprac.html#bk_struct

fm Final published PDF   for each front matter part in the book. file(s)

chapt
er

Final published PDF   for each chapter in the book. file(s)

part Final published PDF files(s) for each part in the book (such as volume, section, part).

appen
dix

Final published PDF   for each appendix or  in the book.file(s) annex

adden
dum

Final published PDF   for addenda, corrigenda, or errata to a book or chapter.file(s)

toc Final published PDF for a table of contents of a book.

suppl
ement

Final published supplementary portable data file(s), including videos. 

cover A cover image file for book submissions.

manu
script

PDF or Word files for author manuscripts to be used ONLY by agreement with a participating funder.

prepub A prepublication version of a book or chapter to be used ONLY by agreement with a participating funder.

alt_te
xt

Files with alt text for accessibility of figures

notes Special processing instructions, queries, or notes, including, if relevant, a narrative of changes in resubmitted files. 

https://confluence.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=202376108#PDFFileSubmissionSpecifications-manifest
https://confluence.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=202376108#PDFFileSubmissionSpecifications-meta
https://confluence.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=202376108#PDFFileSubmissionSpecifications-manifest
https://confluence.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=202376108#PDFFileSubmissionSpecifications-meta
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/pmcdoc/tagging-guidelines/book/genprac.html#bk_struct
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/pmcdoc/tagging-guidelines/book/genprac.html#bk_struct


test Text XML file for QA of a temporary preview

Example Manifest

XML Meta Information (meta.xml)

A single XML meta information file of file_type=“book_meta_xml” containing book AND/OR chapter meta information for submissions is required to be 
included in each submission package. It will be validated against the . books-bulk.dtd

Supported Metadata Tags

Element Attribute Notes

book-
submit

agency Do not use unless submitting an NIH or Wellcome Trust-funded book 

book-
submit

book-id Populate this with the applicable BOOKID  when submitting a book submission or a chapter submission part of a required 
book

book-
submit

chapter-id Populate this with the applicable when submitting a chapter (or book-part) as an independently- CHAPTERID required   
processed unit

book-
submit

collection-id Populate this with the applicable COLLECTIONID  when submitting book or chapter content as part of a collection required

book-
submit

workflow Must be populated with "pdf"

book-
submit

submission-
type

Either "book" or "chapter" depending on the unit being submitted per agreement with Bookshelf. 

book-
submit

pmid Populate this with the PMID if one exists for the submission

book-
submit

doi Populate this with the DOI if one exists for the submission

collection
-meta

Wrapper for collection meta

issn issn-type=
“print”

Serial number for the print version of the series

issn issn-type=
“electronic”

Serial number for the electronic version of the series

issn issn-type=
“linking”

Serial number to group the different media of the series

series-
title

Publisher series title

volume-
in-
collection

Volume number in the published series

citation Wrapper for bibliographic information (enough to build a complete citation) for the submission, including abstract

book-title Title for the book is  for all required new book submissions

chapter-
title

Title for the chapter is  for all new chapter submissionsrequired

label Label for a chapter, such as Chapter 1

https://confluence.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/download/attachments/193562311/books-bulk.dtd?version=5&modificationDate=1604519835000&api=v2


isbn isbn-type=”
print”

ISBN number for the print version of the book

isbn isbn-type=”
electronic”

ISBN number for the electronic version of the book

pub-date pub-date-
type=“print”

Final publication date for the print publication. Must include year; month and day are optional. 

pub-date pub-date-
type=
“electronic”

Electronic publication date. Must include year; month and day are optional.

pub-date pub-date-
type="
embargo"

Any embargo date, only for author manuscripts and prepub file types.   

season If publication is on a seasonal schedule or a range of months, use this element instead of day and month

publisher Publisher of the book

pub-
location

Location of the publisher, including city and state / province if in US or Canada and city and country outside of North 
America

URL url-type=
“citation”

URL for the citation data source

URL url-type=“full-
text”

URL for the full-text content

abstract Abstract for the submission for Bookshelf and PubMed indexing, if not included in the main PDF file. May be an excerpt or 
blurb.

abstract abstract-
type="display-
all"

Use if the abstract should display as an abstract on all sites (Bookshelf and PubMed).

abstract abstract-
type="
pubmed-only"

Use if the abstract should only display in PubMed, such as an excerpt from the body of a chapter or book.

permissi
ons

Wrapper for permissions data, including copyright and license information NOT provided in the main PDF file. 

copyright
-
statement

Copyright statement for the submission if NOT in the provided main PDF file..

license License for the submission. For content in the NLM LitArch Open Access subset that do NOT have a license provided in 
the main PDF file, this is . required

license license-type="
CC-BY"

Attribution

See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

license license-type="
CC-BY-ND"

Attribution-NoDerivatives

See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/

license license-type="
CC-BY-NC"

Attribution-NonCommercial 

See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/

license license-type="
CC-BY-NC-
ND"

Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives

See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/

contacts Wrapper for authors and contact people, including name, email, affiliation, and contact type

person person-type=
“author”

Use this option if the person is an author of the content and is not the Reviewer for the submission. 

person person-type="
editor"

Use this option if the person is an editor of the content and is not the Reviewer for the submission.

person person-type="
publisher"

Use this option if the person is the publisher of the content and is not the Reviewer for the submission. Publisher contact 
and email is required for publishers to receive email notifications of submission errors / issues.

person person-type="
supplier"

Use this option if the person is the data supplier of the XML content and is responsible for fixing errors. Data supplier 
contact and email is required for data suppliers to receive email notifications of submission errors / issues.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/


person person-type=
“reviewer”

Use this option if the person is to be the Reviewer of the submission to address any queries about it during processing. Re
viewer contact and email is required if reviewers must receive and approve a preview of submitted content. 

grant-
informati
on

Wrapper for grant information 

grant id The full award number

grant funder Specifies the supported funder who issued the grant / contract

grant PI The main PI or awardee of a supplied grant / contract

keywords Wrapper information for adding data accession information, such as clinical trials ("nct"), and genes and substances, as 
well as publisher supplied keyword terms

disclaimer Any disclaimer for the submission such as information about legal liability if NOT provided in the main PDF file.

conflict-
of-
interest

And conflict-of-interest statement for the submission if NOT provided in the main PDF file.

notes To add notes about the book that should display in the metadata if NOT provided in the main PDF file.

previous-
version

Populate this with the applicable of a a previous edition or version of the submission to build a version link    BOOKID
between the two units in Bookshelf.

Bookshelf Meta DTD for Bulk Submission of PDFs (books-bulk-pdf.dtd)

books-bulk-pdf.dtd

<!ELEMENT book-submit (collection-meta?,
book-title?, isbn?, citation?, contacts?,
grant-information?,
permissions?, disclaimer?, conflict-of-interest?,
notes?, keywords?, previous-version?) >

<!ATTLIST book-submit
agency CDATA #IMPLIED 
book-id CDATA #REQUIRED 
chapter-id CDATA #IMPLIED 
collection-id CDATA #IMPLIED 
pmid CDATA #IMPLIED
doi CDATA #IMPLIED
version CDATA #IMPLIED
workflow (pdf) #REQUIRED
submission-type (book | chapter) #REQUIRED
xmlns:xlink CDATA #FIXED ' ' http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink
>

<!-- ================================================================ -->
<!-- COLLECTION METADATA bibliographic
information about the collection -->
<!-- ================================================================ -->
<!ELEMENT collection-meta ( issn?, series-title?, volume-in-collection?) >

<!ELEMENT issn (#PCDATA) >
<!ATTLIST issn
issn-type (print | electronic | linking) #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT series-title (#PCDATA) >

<!ELEMENT volume-in-collection (#PCDATA) >

<!-- ================================================================ -->
<!-- CITATION bibliographic information about the
book or chapter -->
<!-- ================================================================ -->
<!ELEMENT book-title (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i)* >

<!ELEMENT chapter-title (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b |
i |label)* >

<!ELEMENT label (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i)* >

<!ELEMENT isbn (#PCDATA) >
<!ATTLIST isbn

https://confluence.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/download/attachments/202376036/books-bulk-pdf.dtd?version=1&modificationDate=1605207825000&api=v2
http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink


isbn-type (print | electronic) #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT citation ((book-title | chapter-title)+,
isbn*, pub-date*, publisher?,
pub-location?, URL?, abstract?) >

<!ELEMENT pub-date ( ((day?, month?) | season?), year) >
<!ATTLIST pub-date
pub-date-type (print | electronic |
embargo) #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT day (#PCDATA) >

<!ELEMENT month (#PCDATA) >

<!ELEMENT season (#PCDATA) >

<!ELEMENT year (#PCDATA) >

<!ELEMENT publisher (#PCDATA) >

<!ELEMENT pub-location (#PCDATA) >

<!ELEMENT URL (#PCDATA) >
<!ATTLIST URL 
url-type (citation | full-text) #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT abstract (abstract-p*, list*) >
<!ATTLIST abstract 
abstract-type (display-all | pubmed-only) #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT abstract-p (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i | uri)* >

<!ELEMENT list (list-item*) >
<!ATTLIST list 
list-type (bullet | number) #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT list-item (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i | uri)* >

<!-- ================================================================ -->
<!-- PERMISSIONS information about the ownership and use rights -->
<!-- ================================================================ -->
<!ELEMENT permissions (copyright-statement?, license?) >

<!ELEMENT copyright-statement (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i)* >

<!ELEMENT license (license-p) >
<!ATTLIST license
license-type (CC-BY | CC-BY-ND |
CC-BY-NC | CC-BY-NC_ND | Other) #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT license-p (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i | uri)* >

<!ELEMENT uri (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST uri 
xlink:href CDATA #IMPLIED
>

<!-- ================================================================ -->
<!-- CONTACT information about the people -->
<!-- ================================================================ -->
<!ELEMENT contacts (person+)>

<!ELEMENT person EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST person
fname CDATA #REQUIRED
mname CDATA #IMPLIED
lname CDATA #REQUIRED
email CDATA #REQUIRED
affiliation CDATA #REQUIRED
person-type (author | editor |
publisher | supplier | reviewer) 
#REQUIRED >

<!-- ================================================================ -->
<!-- GRANTS information about contract and grant funding -->
<!-- ================================================================ -->

<!ELEMENT grant-information (grant+)>



<!ELEMENT grant (PI?) >
<!ATTLIST grant
id CDATA #IMPLIED 
funder ( nih | ahrq | cdc | epa | va | wt ) #REQUIRED

>

<!ELEMENT PI EMPTY >
<!ATTLIST PI
fname CDATA #REQUIRED
lname CDATA #REQUIRED
email CDATA #IMPLIED

>

<!-- ================================================================ -->
<!-- KEYWORDS information about related data -->
<!-- ================================================================ -->

<!ELEMENT keywords (keyword+)>

<!ELEMENT keyword (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i)* >
<!ATTLIST keyword
source (nct| bioassay | compound | substance |
publisher) #REQUIRED
accession CDATA #IMPLIED
gene CDATA #IMPLIED
substance CDATA #IMPLIED
casrn CDATA #IMPLIED
term CDATA #IMPLIED >

<!-- ================================================================ -->
<!-- OTHER information about related data -->
<!-- ================================================================ -->

<!ELEMENT disclaimer (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i)* >

<!ELEMENT conflict-of-interest (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i)* >

<!ELEMENT notes (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i)* >

<!ELEMENT previous-version (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i)* >

<!-- ================================================================ -->
<!-- FORMATTING -->
<!-- ================================================================ -->
<!ELEMENT sub (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i)* > <!-- subscript -->

<!ELEMENT sup (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i)* > <!-- superscript -->

<!ELEMENT b (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i)* > <!-- boldface -->

<!ELEMENT i (#PCDATA | sub| sup | b | i)* > <!-- italic -->

Sample Packages

Books Only

cer225.zip

Book with Parts

niceng89.zip

Book with Previous Version

niceng158.zip

Chapter

hcup_sb261.zip

Author Manuscipt

wt606019-au-ms.zip

https://confluence.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/download/attachments/202376036/cer225.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1605207996000&api=v2
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https://confluence.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/download/attachments/202376036/hcup_sb261.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1605208066000&api=v2
https://confluence.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/download/attachments/202376036/wt606019-au-ms.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1605208085000&api=v2
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